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The P-geometry for M23 has no Non-trivial 2-coverings
A. A. IVANOV AND S. V. SHPECfOROV
It is shown that the P-geometry related to the group M23 is 2-simply connected.
1. INTRODUCTION
By definition, P-geometries are geometries having the diagram:
P
1 2 2 2 2
Here P stands for the geometry of the Petersen graph. In the present paper we
continue the classification of the flag-transitive P-geometries.
For the rank 3 P-geometries the classification was obtained in [7]. There are exactly
two flag-transitive P-geometries of rank 3, namely, Cfi(M22 ) and its triple cover
Cfi(3 . M22) . For these and other examples of P-geometries see [3,4]. In [7] the following
general approach was exploited. With a group acting flag-transitively on a P-geometry
one can associate a group amalgam consisting of the stabilizers of elements of a
maximal flag of this geometry. The classification of the flag-transitive P-geometries can
be obtained in two steps. In the first step we determine the complete list of amalgams
which arise in the above way. In the second step we calculate the universal closures of
all amalgams from the list. If all the closures are finite, we are in a position to produce
the complete list of the geometries under classification.
Let us fix here our terminology concerning group amalgams. Let f!f =
(Xo, Xl' ... ,Xm - l) be an amalgam of rank m, i.e. a set of groups with a common
identity element, the operations of which coincide on intersections. The groups Xi are
the members of f!f and their elements are the elements of f!f. The universal closure U(f!f)
is the group having all elements of f!f as generators and all equalities xyz = 1, which
hold in the members of f!f, as relations. Let f!f' = (Xh, X~, ... , X ,',. - l ) be another
amalgam. Then a mapping tp: f!f'- f!f is an amalgam homomorphism if the restriction
of cp on X; is a homomorphism into X i for O::s:; i::s:; m -1.
For the rank 4 case the first step in the above approach was realized in [8]. Three
examples of rank 4 P-geometries are known; Cfi(M23 ) , Cfi(C02 ) and Cfi(J4) . They lead to
the amalgams d(M23) , d(C02) and d(J4) , respectively. Slightly modifying the first and
the second of these amalgams one can construct two additional amalgams which we
denote by d(M23 ) and d(C02 ) (see Section 3 for more details).
The following theorem was proved in [8].
THEOREM 1. Let d be an amalgam arising from a flag-transitive action on a rank 4
P-geometry. Then d is isomorphic to one of the following: d(M23 ) , d(M23 ) , d(C0 2) ,
d (Co 2) and d (J4) .
In the present paper we determine the universal closures of the amalgams d(M23 )
and d(M23 ) . Namely, we prove:
THEOREM 2. The universal closures of the amalgams d(M23) and d(M23 ) are
isomorphic to M23 •
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It can be shown using Proposition 1 from [11] (an equivalent statement was proved
independently in [9]), that Theorem 2 is equivalent to the following:
THEOREM 3. Let tp: Cfj'~ Cfj(M23) be a 2-covering. Then q; is an isomorphism.
The notion of 2-covering concerns a more general context of chamber systems (see
[5]) and we will not give the general definition here. Instead, we note that in the
geometric case sp: Cfj'~ Cfj is a 2-covering iff its restrictions on rank 2 residues are
isomorphisms.
In principle, Theorem 2 can be verified by a coset enumeration using the
Todd-Coxeter algorithm. The authors made such an attempt, but without any success.
This paper consists of the introduction and three further sections. In Section 2 we
reproduce from [9] a proof of the first part of Theorem 2 (an isomorphism between M23
and the universal closure of d(M23». In Section 3 we prove that the amalgam d(M23)
cannot be embedded in a group. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2. In this step we
exploit a presentation of a sub-amalgam of d(M23). (This presentation is due to S. V.
Tsaranov [12].) Section 4 contains a corollary stating the non-existence of distance-
regular graphs with specific distribution diagrams related to M23.
At the end of this introduction let us say a few words about the other three
amalgams in Theorem 1. It was proved in [9] that the universal closure of d(Co 2)
coincides with Co2, We have recently proved that the universal closure of d(Co2) is
either a non-split extension 323 • CO2 (if it exists) or just Co2, We conjecture that the
universal closure of d(J4) coincides with h Work on this conjecture is now in
progress, and we hope to obtain an answer within a few months.
2. THE CASE OF d(M23)
First of all we reproduce from [4] a description of CfJ(M23). Let S be the Steiner
system S(5, 8, 24) with the point set '!I' and let p E '!I'. The blocks of this system are
called octads. Let us define the following collection of sets: <gJ consists of the octads
which do not contain p; Cfjl consists of the trios of S, i.e. the triples of pairwise disjoint
octads; and Cfj2 consists of the sextets of S, i.e. the partitions of '!I' into six disjoint
subsets of size 4 such that the union of any two of them is an octad;
Cfj3= '!I'_ {p}.
Let us construct a geometry Cfj= CfJ(M23) over the set {O, 1,2, 3} of types. Let Cfji be
the set of all elements of type i of Cfj. Two elements from <gJ U Cfjl U Cfj2 are incident if
one of them is a subpartition of another. Here an octad is considered as the partition of
'!I' into two subsets: the octad and the complement. An element q E Cfj3 is incident to an
element a of a smaller type if p and q are contained in the same part of the partition a.
In our exposition a subgeometry 'J{ described below will playa crucial role. Let B be
an octad of S passing through p. The subgeometry 'J{ has rank 3 and contains elements
of types 1, 2 and 3. Namely, 'J{l consists of all trios containing B; and 'J{2 consists of all
sextets which refine B; 'J{3 = B - {p}. Then 'J{ is isomorphic to the exceptional
A7-geometry with the diagram C3 (see [6]).
Let d = d(M23) be the amalgam associated with the action of M23 on Cfj. By [11] the
universal closure of d is isomorphic to M23 iff Cfj has no non-trivial coverings. The latter
claim is equivalent to the triviality of the fundamental group of Cfj.
The fundamental group of Cfj is just the fundamental group of the flag complex of Cfj.
Therefore it can be defined as follows [10]. A path in Cfj is a sequence (Xo, Xl' ... , xn )
of elements of Cfj such that Xi-l is incident to Xi for 1,;;; i ,;;; n. If we have two paths
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Wi = (xo, Xl' ... ,xn) and Wz = (Yo,Yv ,Ym) with Xn =Yo, then we can construct the
product W = WI . Wz = (xo, ... 'Xn> Yv ,Ym), that is the concatenation of WI and
~. The inverse of a path W will be denoted by W-I. Two paths W = WI' Wz' W3 and
W' = WI . W; . W3 are elementary homotopic if W; . WZI is contained in a residue of a
non-trivial flag of C§. The homotopy of paths is the equivalence relation defined by the
elementary homotopy.
Let X be an element of C§. The homotopy classes of paths (xo, Xl, ... ,xn ) with
Xo =Xn =X form the fundamental group n( C§, x). The operations in n(C§, x) are
induced by those defined above.
A star in C§ is the union of a non-empty flag and its residue. If a path
W = (xo, X v ... ,xn ) lies in the star defined by a rank 1 flag {y}, then, clearly, W is
homotopic to the path (xo, Y, xn ) . Hence if we define the elementary star homotopy just
as the elementary homotopy but with stars instead of flags, then any elementary star
homotopic paths are homotopic. This means that the elementary star homotopy leads
to the same notion of homotopy as the elementary homotopy does.
Now we proceed with the proof of the triviality of the fundamental group of C§. Up
to isomorphism tho fundamental group does not depend on the particular choice of x;
hence we can assume that x E C§3.
LEMMA 2.1. Each path (xo, Xl' ... ,xn ) with Xo, Xn E C§3 is homotopic to a path
containing only elements of types 2 and 3.
PROOF. The claim is true since C§ is residualy connected. o
Notice that there is a bijection between the sextets of S (i.e. the elements of type 2 in
C§) and the set of triples from !/P- {p}. For this reason we will write {a, b, c} for the
sextet containing {p, a, b, c}.
LEMMA 2.2. The paths (a, {a, b, c}, b) and (a, {a, b, d}, b) are homotopic.
PROOF. By the main property of the system S = S(5, 8,24) there is an octad B
passing through p, such that a, b, c, dEB. Let 'J{ be the subgeometry of C§ which
corresponds to B. Then the both paths under consideration are contained in 'J{ and the
claim follows from the well known fact that the exceptional A 7-geometry is simply
connected (i.e. its fundamental group is trivial). One can easily check this fact by a
coset enumeration (see also the next section). 0
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2 in the case of .5li(MZ3)' Suppose to the
contrary that the fundamental group of C§ is non-trivial. Choose a shortest path
W = (x, xv' .. ,Xn-l' x), lying in C§Z U C§3 which is not homotopic to the identity path
(x). Notice that Xi E C§Z, if i is odd, and Xi E C§3, if i is even. Since W is the shortest in
its homotopic class, we have X *" Xz and x *" X4' In addition, x *" X4 by Lemma 2.2.
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2, W is homotopic to the path
(x, {x, Xz, X4}, Xz, {x, Xz, X4}, X4, ... ,x). The latter is homotopic to the path
(x, {x, Xz, X4}, X4' ... , x), which is shorter than W. This is a contradiction and we are
done.
3. THE CASE OF .9t(MZ3)
Let .5li = .5li(MZ3) be as above. Let Ai denote the member of .5li which is the stabilizer
of an element of type i and put A ij = Ai n A j. Then A 3 is just the stabilizer of a point
q E !/P - {p}. Thus, A 3 = Mzz.
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The group A 3 acts flag-transitively on the residue of q, which is isomorphic to
C§(Mzz). It was proved in [7J that the universal cover of C§(Mzz) coincides with
C§(3 . Mzz)· By [11J this means that the universal closure of the amalgam (Am, A 13, A Z3)
is isomorphic to 3· Mzz. Therefore, we can construct an amalgam d = d(Mz3),
substituting ..13= 3 . Mzz for A 3 in d. The amalgam d(Coz) can be constructed from
d(Coz) in a similar way.
It follows from the definition of d that there is an amalgam homomorphism ffJ from
d onto d which maps each element of A oUAl U A z onto itself. It is clear that ffJ
induces a group homomorphism of U(d) onto U(d). It was shown in the previous
section that the latter universal group is isomorphic to M23 • Thus to prove Theorem 2 it
is sufficient to show that the center of ..13 becomes trivial in U(d).
Let '#tbe the subgeometry of Cfj related to an octad passing through p, and let H be
the stabilizer of '#t in M23 • Then H = 24: A 7 , H induces the group A 7 on '#t and
V = Oz(H) is the kernel of the action.
Without loss of generality we will assume that the maximal flag of Cfj via which the
amalgam d was defined contains a maximal flag of '#t. For 1 ::::; i ::::; 3 put Bi = H n Ai'
Let a bar indicate factorization over V. Then fJ I = L3(2), fJz = (84 X 83)+ and fJ3 = A 6 ,
and these groups form the amalgam related to the action of A 7 on its Crgeometry. Let
(Cl> Cz, C3) be the pre-image in d of the amalgam (Bl> Bz, B 3) . Then C3 = 24 : 3 . A 64 A - - -is the pre-image of B3= 2 : A 6 in A 3=3· Mzz. Put C(6 = (C I , Cz, C3 ) . Then, clearly,
(;3 = 3 . A 6 • By a coset enumeration using the Todd-Coxeter algorithm we checked
that the universal group of the amalgam C(6 is isomorphic to A 7 . A direct consequence
of this fact is that Z(C3) =Z(..13) becomes trivial in U(d). Hence we are done with
Theorem 2.
Now let us describe the presentation of C(6 that we worked with. This presentation is
due to S. V. Tsaranov [12]. All the facts claimed below can be easily checked by a
computer. We will use the standard notation for the Coxeter groups. In particular all
generators are involutions.
(a) It is well known that the Coexeter group
o lJ
is isomorphic to 84 X 2. To eliminate the center one can add the relation (alaZa3)3 = 1.
(b) It is also well known that the Coxeter group
o (] 0
is isomorphic to As x 2. To eliminate the center it is sufficient to put (alaZa3)S = 1.
(c) The presentation
defines the group L3(2).
(d) The presentation
(a3ataZ)3 =(a4azat)3=1;
(ata3a4)5 = (aZa4a3)5 = 1
defines the group 3 . A 6 •
(e) The presentation
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84
defines the group (54 X 53)+, The relation (a2a3a4)3 reduces the corresponding Coxeter
group of type A2 to the group 54'
Now let us consider the following presentation:
81 9=========":R 82
(040102)3 = (030201)3 = (050201)3 = 1;
(010405)5 = (020504)5 = (020305)3 = 1.
The Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration shows that this presentation defines the group
A 7 • By the above, the subgroups (at> a2, a3, a4), (at> a2, a3, as) and (aI' a2, a4, as)
are isomorphic to L 3(2), (54 x 53)+ and A 6 , respectively. Moreover, these subgroups
contain in common the subgroup (aI, a2) which is the Sylow subgroup of A 7 • Hence
they form an amalgam isomorphic to (81,82,83) , Thus, without loss of generality we
may assume that 81 = (at> a2, a3' a4), 82 = (at> a«, a3' as) and 83 = (at> a2, a4, as)'
Let c, be the unique pre-image of a, in (;1 U (;2' 1:0;;; i:o;;; 5. Let us show that the relations
(*) with c, instead of a, are true in <:g.
First of all the relations in (*), which contain only elements from (;1 or from (;2'
surely hold in <:g. The others are (C4CS)S = (CIC4CS)S = (C2CSC4)S = 1. The element (C4CS)S
is in the center of (;3 = 3 . A 6 • But this element must be inverted by C4' Since the center
of (;3 has order 3 (not 2), we conclude that (C4CS)S = 1. Finally, (CIC4CS)S = (C2CSC4)S = 1
since (;3 = 3 . A 6 does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to As x 2. This proves that
(*) is a presentation for U(<:g). Thus, U(<:g) =A7 and U(d) = M23.
4. THE NON-EXISTENCE OF SOME DISTANCE-REGULAR GRAPHS
In this section we will prove the following corollary of Theorem 3.
COROLLARY 4.1. There are no distance-regular graphs with either of the following
distribution diagrams:
2 6 2
15 1 14 1 12 3 6 12 14 1 150_-
15 210 840 420 30 2
2 6 2
15 14 1 12 1 8 12 1 14 1 15
15 210 2520 1680 120 8
PROOF. Let..:1 be a distance-regular graph with one of the above distribution
diagram. Then the relation
x-y~d(x,y)=O or 6
is an equivalence relation on the vertex set of ..:1 (i.e . ..:1 is antipodal). Factorizing ..:1
over this relation (i.e. after antipodal folding) we come to a distance-regular graph with
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It is proved in [2J that any distance-regular graph with this distribution diagram is
isomorphic to the graph r(M23 ) . The latter can be described in terms of the geometry
«j= «j(M23 ) as follows. The vertex set of r(M23 ) is the set <UJ. Two vertices are adjacent
if they are incident to a common element of «j1.
For an element a of «j let 1.'(a) denote the subgraph of T induced by the vertices
which are incident to a. Put 1.'j = {1.'(a) Ia E «jj} for 0 ~ i ~ 3 and let 1.'be the union of
all 1.'j. Then 1.'0 and 1.'1 are the vertices and the edges of r(M23) , 1.'2 is the set of all
Petersen subgraphs and 1.'3 is the set of all subgraphs r(M22 ) . The latter is a
distance-regular graph of valency 7 on 330 vertices, related to M22 • For a vertex x of
r(M23) the set of subgraphs from 1.' passing through x is isomorphic to the projective
geometry PG(3, 2). It is clear that the geometry, having 1.' as the set of elements, and
the symmetrized containment as the incidence relation, is isomorphic to «j. Now let
1JJ : ..1- r(M23) be the antipodal folding of ..1 which was defined above. Then 1JJ is a
covering of graphs and for a vertex v of ..1 the restriction of 1JJ on the subgraph induced
by the vertices which are at distance at most 2 from v is an isomorphism. In particular,
for a E «j2 we have that 1JJ-1(1.'(a » is a disjoint union of Petersen graphs. Let '9 be the
geometry the elements of which are the connected components of the pre-images under
1JJ of the subgraphs from 1.'. The incidence is defined by containment. Then it is easy
to see that 1JJ induces a 2-covering '9- «j. By Theorem 3 any 2-covering is an
isomorphism. This is a contradiction and the proof is done. 0
The existence problem for the graphs with the distribution diagrams as in Corollary
4.1 was posed in [1J during the classification of antipodal covers of the classical
distance-regular graphs.
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